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***** Print on Demand *****.You Shouldn t Need a Life-Threatening Illness to Reclaim Your
Relationship! For Kenya Stevens, that is what it took. Married at age 21 to a man she had met on a
blind date a few months earlier, Kenya s early years with Carl were fraught with conflict-troubles
that she now understands had a lot to do with her own need to dominate and be in total control.
Then came a bout with a particularly nasty, often-fatal illness, and everything changed. No longer
able to control and dominate, Kenya turned to her mate. Forced to dig deeply and become
vulnerable, she built her way back to physical and emotional health. Kenya and Carl healed their
own relationship utilizing a diverse background in powerful healing, self-help, and
spiritual/metaphysical disciplines from yoga to music to Feng Shui to the Law of Attraction. It wasn
t long before Kenya started sharing her insights with other women and couples. As CEO of
JujuMama LLC ( she and Carl lead seminars and provide individual and group sessions. Carl has
written a companion book for men, Tame Your Woman....
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I actually began looking over this pdf. This can be for all those who statte there was not a worthy of reading through. I am easily can get a enjoyment of
reading through a written publication.
-- Rafael Feeney Jr.-- Rafael Feeney Jr.

A whole new e book with a brand new point of view. I could possibly comprehended every thing using this written e book. Its been written in an extremely
simple way which is only soon after i finished reading through this ebook by which actually modified me, change the way in my opinion.
-- Marcia McDermott-- Marcia McDermott
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